A *Beacon* answers a query for a specific genome variant against individual or aggregate genome collections.

**YES | NO | \0**
Current Status of Variant Queries in Beacon
Lots of possibilities but limited definitions

• precise variant queries (chr17: 7673767 C>T )
• range queries ("any variant between here to there")
• structural genome variants, e.g. CNVs ("any deletion overlapping CDKN2A CDR coordinates")
• But no clear definition:
  ‣ how those queries should be interpreted
  ‣ which variant types are supported
Beacon Scouts: Structural Variants

Re-defining & scoping variant queries

- contributors from different "stakeholder" areas
  - clinical genomics / rare diseases
  - variant repository (Ensembl)
  - cancer research resource
  - cancer variant annotation repositories

- close integration with ELIXIR h-CNV group

- process involved discussions about semantics of variant types, e.g.
  - DUP as CNV or in place
  - DEL as CNV from which size

- general attempt to use Sequence Ontology classes as guidance, but no still ambiguities / lack of terms
Beacon Scouts: Structural Variants

Positional Parameters & Querytypes

- Beacon v2 has slightly modified parameters
  - a list of 1 or 2 "start" parameters replaces `start + startMin + startMax`
  - a list of 0, 1 or 2 "end" parameters replaces `end + endMin + endMax`
  - (this was first proposed in 2016 but dropped due to legacy format)

- the use of `start[0], start[1] & end[0], end[1]` parameters allows the match of any contiguous genome variant

=> Bracket Query

- however, most common use case besides specific "precise" variant is "something in this region"

=> Range Query

  - one `start` and one `end` parameter
  - optional use of `variantType` OR `alternateBases`
  - any Range Query can in principle be expressed as Bracket Query

Use of Positional Parameters

The use of positional parameters influences the interpretation of the query. At the moment the indicated query types (Range Query, Bracket Query ...) are implicit; however, a specific definition in the schema may be evaluated.

1. single `start` parameter
   - used for the occurrence of a variant at this exact position
   - usually for precise replacements (ref > alt) with indicated base values

2. single `start` and single `end` parameter
   - indicates a Range Query
   - used to find any variant (with optional specified `variantType` or `alternateBases`) inside or with overlap to the specified range

3. two `start` and two `end` parameters
   - indicates a Bracket Query
   - used for finding (structural) variants of a certain, usually variable extend, where the start of the variant is inside the `start[0],start[1]` interval, and the end is in the `end[0],end[1]` interval
   - a precise match for `start` and/or `end` position is indicated with `start[1]=start[0]+1` and/or `end[1]=end[0]+1`; this allows to disambiguate from Range Queries were only single values are provided for `start` and `end`
   - typical examples include
     - finding all duplications of a gene involving its complete coding region; this is achieved by having the end of the start interval before the gene's start position, and end interval beginning after the gene's last base position
     - finding all "focal" deletions in a gene by limiting the maximum size of a detected deletion `start[0] -> end[1]`
Beacon Scouts: Structural Variants

Example: Is an Insertion described in a region ranging from chromosome ZZ from 1 to 10000?

Provided by: David Salgado
Notes:
- This is an application of a Range Query.

Query structure:

```
referenceName: "ZZ"
start: 0
end: 10000
variantName: "SO:0000667"
```

Example: Find any "focal" deletion involving the CDSN2A locus

Provided by: Michael Baudis
Notes:
- This is an application of a Bracket Query
- A "focal" CNV event is (in cancer genomics) smaller than 1-5Mb; therefore, deletion events in this example should begin less than 1Mb 5' and end less than 1Mb 3' of the CDSN2A CDS
- This is the standard Progenity Beacon+ DEL example query (with added NCIT disease filter and other required Beacon parameters).

```
referenceName: "9"
start: [21500000, 21975098]
end: [21967552, 22250000]
variantName: "DEL"
```

Example: Has this specific region (chrXX: 10005-20005) been already found inserted in a genomic region?

Provided by: David Salgado
Notes:
- very rare query
- Michael: Such a query cannot be created for Beacon at the moment since the event of what is inserted doesn't have a way of being expressed. There is a partial overlap with duplication, translocation and insertion events; e.g. if the copy number of the inserted sequence has changed or if the fusion partners at the insertion points have been determined.

Query structure: NA

DUP (Duplication)

Definitions:
- SO:0001742 - A sequence alteration whereby the copy number of a given region is greater than the reference sequence (copy number gain).
- Beacon: Any quantitative increase of the number of alleles compared to the reference genome, without necessary indication about the physical location of the additional copies.

Examples below based on a specific study (https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ymben.2018.06.018)

Example: Find duplications involving the whole locus (chr2:54,700,000-63,900,000)

Provided by: David Salgado & Michael Baudis
Notes:
- This is an application of a Bracket Query
- Here, matched duplication events start 5' of the region and end 3' of it.
- Besides the positions, this requires knowledge about the maximum value of the reference base (or use of a very large one exceeding chromosome size; this example here uses a lazy "just bigger than chr2" value).

Query structure:
```
referenceName: "2"
start: [0,54700000]
end: [54700000, 245000000]
variantName: "SO:0001742"
```

DEL (Deletion)

Definitions:
- SO: The point at which one or more contiguous nucleotides were excised.
- Beacon: Any variation of copy number of a genomic segment w/o size limitation imposed by the protocol resulting in a net loss of copies compared to the expected allelic number at this locus.

Example: Find deletion events in gene 7PS2, excluding those that extend beyond the gene's CDS

Provided by: Diana Lemos
Notes:
- This is an application of a Bracket Query.
- Any DEL that starts and ends inside the region is matched (the parameters would allow for single base deletions, which is correct from the "we do not define cutoff lengths", but also an example why additional minLength / maxLength parameters would make sense)

Query structure:
```
referenceName: "17"
start: [7668042, 7687537]
end: [7668403, 7687538]
variantName: "DEL"
``
A BeaconRangeRequest answers to any variant overlapping the specified `start` - `end` range with a match. Responses can be limited by specifying `variantType`, `alternateBases` or `referenceBases` parameters. For limiting the size of matched CNVs a BeaconCnvRequest has to be used.
A “full match” BeaconCnvRequest is a typical scenario for e.g. matching CNVs in which the whole CDR of a gene has been duplicated. Here, both start and end search intervals lie outside of the region of interest. The maximum size of matched CNVs can be limited through the extend of the outer bounds (start[0], end[1]).
Named Element Search

Front-end service for finding variants in a given gene or other annotated element

- interactive selection and modification of positional query parameters through user interface
- relies on service (local or remote) to provide coordinate mapping
- positional parameters can be modified for range extension or conversion into bracketed search
- does not require any modification of Beacon parameters compared to standard v1/v2
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Beacon+
Named Element Search
Front-end service for finding variants in a given gene or other annotated element

- interactive selection and modification of positional query parameters through user interface
- relies on service (local or remote) to provide coordinate mapping
- positional parameters can be modified for range extension or conversion into **bracketed search**
- does not require any modification of Beacon parameters compared to standard v1/v2

Beacon+
Named Element Search

Back-end resolution for finding variants in a given gene or other annotated element

• use of a backend-provided resolver for coordinate mapping

• needs additional Beacon parameters compared to standard v1/v2
  ▶ gene symbol, variant id in a common (?) format ...
  ▶ additional positional modifiers - qualitative or quantitative (region expansion, size filters ...)

Beacon+
Beacon Scouts: Structural Variants

Status & To-Dos

• most queries can be expressed through a combination of existing parameters
  • referenceName && start[0], start[1]? && end[0]? , end[1]?? (variantType || alternateBases)
• any positional variant query can be expressed as Bracket Query
  • referenceName && start[0], start[1] && end[0], end[1]?? (variantType || alternateBases)
• two special types are documented for convenience
  • precise positional query - referenceName && start && alternateBases
    - comparison of sequence at a specific position
  • Range Query - referenceName && start && end &&? (variantType || alternateBases)
    - anything overlapping the interval start <= end (and matching the optional type or basese parameters)
    - powerful "fishing" queries w/ option to disabiguate on parsing the retrieved variant data
• most use cases of "finding a variant" can be solved by one of
  • precise query like original BeaconAlleleRequest
  • ange Queries with optional post-filtering of the returned variants
• Do we need additional parameters for server-side resolution of "named" elements?
  • gene symbol, Ensemble ID, rsid ...
Beacon Scouts: Structural Variants

Status & To-Dos

• the scouting process has found that there are many "logical" variant types which are either described in conflicting concepts, could be interpreted ambiguously or cannot easily be queried if provided in non-normalized formats
  ‣ duplication - CNV (duplicated material anywhere on the genome or extrachromosomal) versus in place "tandem"
  ‣ VCF style "INDEL" - net-result (e.g. deletion indicated through shortened sequence can only be found by counting reference and alternative bases ...)

• we evaluate the option for a well-documented "mini ontology" for variant matching purposes, extending Sequence Ontology concepts for variant query use cases

• next steps are
  ‣ providing the final documentation for the set of core queries
  ‣ continue discussion on named queries, quantitative parameters ...

➡ Watch beacon-project.io
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